






unobtrusive then the class IV like driving a Rolls-Royce Hearse! 
You creep around the track all smug and superior, no panics or 
frantic action, just calm, quiet and neatness. Only the lap times 
and the way one overhauls other karts prove that one is going 
very quickly. However a track is seldom so clear during a race 
and faced with the need to take a chance-scrape round on an 
impossible line or make a sudden swerve, the Silverstone responds 
immediately. But we cannot in all fairness say that it is as easy 
with a Villiers as a IV Super-and this is what we meant in our 
last test by the IV Super motors tending to flatter a kart. Having 

The cut-away inner tube on 
the type V Silverstone allows 
the gearbox to go lower and 

thus the whole engine. The 
extra struts connect the two 
frame tubes underneath the 

engine 

twice as much horsepower to your command means instant 
throttle response so that steering can be both by the front wheels 
being turned plus using the accelerator. The time lag for a 
Villiers to respond to mashing the GO pedal is much greater 
and whilst the type V Silverstone undoubtedly brings really 
excellent handling to IV Standard, we cannot say that it has 
proved our remarks wrong in the earlier test-in fact we fail to 
see how a IV �tandard will ever handle as well as a IV Super 
whilst the Villiers develops the sort of maximum r.p.m. and 
power being achieved at the moment. 

You can now buy the top kart in the world 
r.,.,_-.=.-·····:, �--�:-- 1 at the right price!

TEGNO GT 
:if. Adjustable wheelbase :if. Special King-pin bearings 

:if. New improved hydraulic :if. Chain oiler 
disc brake 

:if. Non-slip upholstery 
:if. New Butterfly steering 

wheel :if. Adjustable front track 

:if. Steering supported in ¥- Rubber suspended steering 
bearings column 
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TECNO - the choice of the 1964, 1965 and 1966 World Champions
FULL RANGE OF TECNO SPARES-EX-STOCK 

TAL-KO, 63 GRANGEWOOD STREET, LONDON, E.6 GRAngewood 7932 

MID-NOVEMBER 111 




